
This classic scrapbooking system has been around for decades. You can use three 
different blades to make up to 18 different size shapes with each pattern kit. Each 
blade features a 360-degree rotation, making it simple to cut a full circle without 

ever twisting your hand or moving an elbow.
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13x13 CCS Mat 
#657144

Circle CCS Patterns 
#624387

Jumbo Circle CCS Pattern 
#642039

Oval CCS Patterns 
#624389

Rectangle CCS Patterns 
#655551

Gemstone CCS Patterns 
#655843

Red Blade 
1/16" cut | #634368

Green Blade 
3/16" cut | #634369

Blue Blade 
5/16" cut | #634380

Custom Cutting System--- ---



HOW TO USE THE CUSTOM CUTTING SYTEM
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CUSTOM CUTTING SYSTEM
2023

Step 1 
Determine which Custom Cutting System 
pattern and blade (Red, Green or Blue) to 
use by placing the Sizing Template on top 
of your photo or paper. Take note of which 
pattern and blade will work then remove it. 

Do not cut through the Sizing Template.

Step 2 
Place photograph or paper on 13x13 Custom 
Cutting System Mat, then place the chosen 
Custom Cutting System pattern on top of it. 
Double-check the placement by placing the 
Sizing Template back on top of the pattern 

and adjust as needed before making the cut.

Step 4 
Apply even pressure to the blade as you 
slowly move it around the pattern. If you 

need to change hand positions, make 
sure one always remains on the pattern 

to prevent it from moving.

Step 3 
Place the pegs of the blade into the track 
on the outside edge of the pattern. Hold 

the pattern firmly with one hand and 
press the blade down into the paper or 
photo. Then release the pressure on the 
blade slightly and begin to gently guide 

the blade around the pattern.

Step 5 
Before removing the blade or moving the 

pattern, check to see that the cut has gone 
completely through the paper and around 
the pattern. If not, simply repeat the cut. 

When finished, remove the outer photo or 
paper first, then remove the pattern.

Tips 
The Red Blade cuts the closest at one-
sixteenth of an inch from the edge. The 
Green Blade cuts three-sixteenths of an 
inch from the edge. The Blue Blade cuts 
five-sixteenths of an inch from the edge.


